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Because our relationships with our animal companions are unlike human relationships, the death of

a pet is like no other loss that we will experience. In this book, Betty J. Carmack draws on the

wisdom of Ecclesiastes, her own experience, and interviews with dozens of pet lovers to guide the

reader through the initial loss of a pet to the dawning of new hope and reassurance.
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My nine-year-old Great Dane just died, and I am devastated. My sister sent me this book because

she said that she knew the author and she thought it might help me cope with the loss of my lovely

girl.I am about halfway through this book, and it is actually making me feel worse. The reason that it

is making me feel worse is that included in this book are stories where the pet owners -- out of their

sheer stupidity, ignorance, and irresponsibility -- actually caused the death of the pets that they

should have been protecting.One pet owner caused their German Shepherd to get heat stroke.

Another couple put their friendly Rottweiler to sleep because he had bitten other dogs, and they

were afraid he would bite a child. There are numerous other alternatives to euthanasia in

circumstances such as those. Even the author caused the death of her first dog by actually pulling

her dog overboard into a fast-moving river and then let go of him, causing him to drown. The author

never should have jumped in the river herself let alone pull her dog in.I just can't finish this book

because I can't read any more stories where pet owners caused the death of their pets. I am very

sensitive in that regard, and I think other animal lovers are the same way. I would never put any of

my pets in harm's way like the author did. I know accidents do happen, but many of these people



could have and should have been better informed and made better decisions concerning the safety

of their pets. Many of these people set the stage for an accident by making a series of bad

decisions. This just angers me at a time when I already feel sad.Furthermore, this book has not told

me anything that I did not know already.
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